PRIVATE EVENTS

Walkshops

Walkshops
Our walking workshops build upon our
successful Rambles & Hikes formula,
blending expert facilitation and coaching
to help nurture and strengthen both
individuals and teams.
Working alongside a team of specialist
associates we’ll design and deliver bespoke
walkshops to solve organisational challenges
within an outdoors learning framework.
Walkshops are super flexible. They can be
delivered entirely ‘on the move’ or within a
hybrid format, seamlessly combining indoors
and outdoors elements.
They can be standalone half or full day
events, a complementary series or even
delivered as part of an extended working
retreat or conference.
We promise to make every learning
experience enjoyable, memorable, highly
effective and to do so at inspiring locations,
where guests get closer to nature.

Hybrid walkshop format
a sample schedule
09:00		

Breakfast meeting

09:30		

Workshop starts

11:30		

Workshop finishes

11:45		

Walk starts (approx 10km)

13:00		

Refreshments & snack break

14:45		

Walk finishes

15:00		

Actions & commitments

15:30		

Pub food & drinks

16:30		

Event concludes 		

Retreats
With the cultural challenges of remote and
hybrid working, it pays to get away from
the homeworking or office environment
and invest in your leadership and team
development whilst re-connecting the tribe.
Our bespoke overnight retreats provide
leaders with extra opportunities to discuss
thorny, complex challenges through skilfully
facilitated conversations.
They’ll have the opportunity to mastermind
powerful solutions because nature is a wise
mentor and the great outdoors triggers fresh
perspectives and provides the opportunity
for deep reflection.
Retreats are also effective at building
psychological safety which is a foundational
element of engaged teams, creative
collaboration and sustainable success.
The great outdoors will ensure a highly
memorable and bonding shared experience
for everyone.

Team Building
Our team building days are dynamic,
immersive and experiential learning
opportunities.
Event formats like our ‘Secret Agent’ days
provide fun, adventure and valuable insights
into how we personally and collectively
handle ambiguous and novel challenges.
The learnings from adventure can be
translated into self-awareness and practical
skills which can be brought back into the
workplace.
In the volatile and complex world we operate
in, learning the skills to make decisions under
pressure, building confidence and resilience,
collaborating powerfully and leading a team
to success, are valuable investments in your
organisation’s sustainable success.
After a discovery conversation, we’ll design
an entertaining and challenging event which
will build, trust, cohesion, and confidence
across any team.

Case studies.

MANAGING WORK-LIFE BALANCE

JD Sports
We discussed practical ways to
effectively manage busy personal
and professional lives in a digital age.
For a growing and busy legal team,
operating globally across multiple
brands and diverse areas of law, this
required a fresh perspective through
our hybrid workshop & walk delivery
format in the Lancashire
countryside.

RESILIENCE AND WELLBEING

Bruntwood
Commercial property specialists,
Bruntwood walk the walk when
it comes to colleague wellbeing.
Walkshop director, Martin Murphy,
delivered a Resilience Walkshop
to their Birmingham team in the
Shropshire Hills and used light
interactive exercises to encourage
self-reflection and group discussion.

PERFORMANCE UNDER PRESSURE

Adobe Commerce
A team from Adobe Commerce
wanted to explore strategies for
managing the complex and dynamic
sales environment they operate in,
which includes dealing with competing
demands from multiple stakeholders.
The Freshwalks team delivered a twoday retreat on the banks of Rudyard
Lake, providing a safe environment for
the team to explore, experiment and
develop new ideas.

Throughout a career spanning three
decades, Michael Di Paola has
advised clients on brand, marketing
and business development strategy.
Today, as founder of Freshwalks,
outdoors enthusiast, Michael loves to
help and connect people by building
communities and creating safe spaces
within which they can confidently thrive.
Michael still loves to lead from the front
and knows how to put first-timers or
nervous networkers at immediate ease
on a walk. Join him on our mission to
inspire the UK’s business community to
#GetOutdoors.

Walkshops director, Martin Murphy
of Rebel Evolutionaries is the author
of From Mercenaries to Missionaries.
Martin developed the ‘Super Team’
model with business leaders around
the world to embed real-life lessons
learnt during his time in the UK special
forces. Martin translates his theories to
practical examples and demonstrates
how using his model, super teams can
be designed to achieve the maximum
level of performance.

Dr Paul Thomas is known by the
BBC as The Business Doctor and
is an experienced and respected
thought leader, author and trail
blazer on matters relating to change,
organisational development and
structures that allow people to thrive
and flourish within 21st century
organisations. Working with private and
public sector organisations of all sizes,
including multi-nationals. Paul believes
in unlocking the potential of the staff to
solve the problems themselves through
Simplexity and Leadership from within.

Cath Brown practised as a barrister
for 15 years and brings all of that
advocacy experience into her coaching
and training. She is passionate about
empowering professionals to achieve
their full potential. Cath has also
distilled all of that courtroom experience
into courses and workshops on
leadership and communication, helping
people break through barriers which
are stopping them asking for what they
want, or those who are struggling to
communicate effectively within a team.

It’s good to walk with great company.

Freshwalks creates closer business
connections and promotes wellbeing
to boost resilience, inspire creative
thinking and bring balance to busy
working lives.

Expect a very warm welcome.
Michael Di Paola, Founder
E: Michael@freshwalks.co.uk
T: 07786 960301
@Freshwalks

